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PADUCAH. KY., TUESDAY EVENING,DECEMBER 24, 1907

VOL. XXII NO. 149

TEN CENTS PER WEEK
••••••

MERRY CHRISTMAS Conditions at Murray Will Be
TERRELL PARADE
TOBACCO MEETING Saloonkeepers Must Agree to
Investigated By Adjutant Gen.
TO BE OBSERVED
POLICE GUARDED
Forfeit Their License Without
CALLED JAN. 11
at Instance of Governor Willson. AND WELL ARMED
Protest if They are Convicted. HERE TOMORROW
EST IMPORTANT
Association Men Will blather Measure to keep Matter Out
Dis- of Courts, anti Increase Made
in Paducah and Frith
cuss Financial Situation and in Liquor License of Retail
Devise Means to Finance Drug Stores for 190S.
• 1907 Pool.

business on Sunday. Selling liquor
on prescription is only an accommodation on the part of druggists, who
do a legitimate business, and a
blind on the part of lawbreakers, In
the opinion of the police.
When anybody takes out a retail
liquor license at 11,50 a year, -he
'nest sign an agreement, forfeiting
ha license upon conviction of lawbreaking. That removes front the
eourt the question of revoking licenses.
Druggists can sell on Sunday only
on 'prescription, and at the end of
each month they must present those
prescription," at the city hall so that
no old soaks can get their **toddy"
nu season passe& of commutation
tick'etei
It is hinted that after New Years
Day, "bootlegging" -and "blind tiger" operators had better give their
customers instructions with each bottle, because; drunks are going to he
subjected to an inquisition to as
certain where and how they accumulated their jags during the arid
spell from Saturday to Monday.

Saloon keepers, %heti they secure
liceewes in January, will sign an
THE PLANTElliii VVII.L BE LOYAL. agreement, that whet they are ewe
victed of violating the law, they will
volentarily,wurrender th4ir license to
do busineet, in Paducah. That is
Glue of the Mowt important intl.
Smith
Mayor-elect
suggestion
dents In the µreseal tobacco situation
adopted by the license committee of
in the western district 'elll be the
the general council; and more than
meeting -of the association men of
that, druggists next' year will have to
Miceracken, Mar:hail and adjerinIng
pay ,$1.56 a year license to sell incounties. railed for Saturday morntoxicants. This was decided at the
o'clock
to
the
Ire
ing. January 11, at
meeting of the joint lieseme commitMcCracken (emote court house.
tee last night. len adoption, of court*,
The purpose of the mesting, as euwill .cause sone, of the 30 retail
L. Yarnounctel by. Cbaixtnan
druggists
to direontinue handling
brough, of the McCraciesu county
liquors. bnt the misaeure will remit
emaciation, is to diectuer "matters of
in increasing the revenue from this
general interest to association memsource $12•5 on every store handling
some
aedise
berg, and; particularly to
whisky, au,d the amount gained will
mratne; of financing the 1907 crop of
&lend on the number taking out
association tobacco."
As repeater-Sy stated in The Suit,
The wholg,pliepoge or tile meateures
the one remaining obstacle in the
Is to put an end to vitiations of tht
way of the association controlling
law by &aridity selling, and so tie Up
die market in the western (thence
the right to do a legitimate saloon
especially, is the fittaissialeand tt is
business that no proprietor will dare
due to tte recent stringency, which
violate the law witeout connivance
has not yet allowed the money marof those in power.(land Mayotieleet
ket to reetene normal. It has been
Smith 18 -authority for the statethe policy of the associate:on to admem that there will be no tonvance Co per cent, of the value of the
delivercrop to the farmers as they
The license ordinance was referred
Murray. Ky., Dec. el. I epeetel.) -ed their tobacro. The tobacco wee
In order that the Ideas of the teaser- As the result of charge,* of insuborthen held until it brought the price
chest might be ineorporated in it. Ile dination Med by Postmaster Downs,
hied by the maeriation at the Guth
requested that the measure be defer- Bud Waterfteld, carrier of ru-al
rie meeting The money tor this adred until after January I, but ex- route No. 1. and J. H. Curd. starrier
vaeee to the farmers was seemed
perienced members declared that of route No. 2. have been diennissed
from local banks in the tobacco dew
would cause trouble on account of from the service and W. B. Graham
(rich, warehouse certificates being dethe short time in which to organize appointed to route No. I. and Fred
Peeked as collateral. This is what
the council and pat the law into ef- Chamber,' to No. 2. Route No. 7,
is meant by financing the pools and
fect, and suggested that Mr. Smith which was recently establiehed was
Its nereeeity is understood-, when it
make such recommendations as he given to Percy Jones. A compete
is considered that many of the leantSaw fit to the committee. This he (lye examination was held a'short
ere hate no considerable source of
did
while ago, 34 applicants being exincome, other than their Revues. and
WIJ:le the njajoTity of drug stores amined. Three new appointees re4S-aaeae.I.e aW until the barer,
are conducted honorably, it I4 the ceived the highest grades,
come to tee prime* fixed by the pool.
firm belief *Wound the city hall that
,rien the ffurrs in the east made
some of them are persiste-nt violators
the eirentatine medluni take wings
Stole Some Whiskey.
of the ins, and actually compete
and compelled the hanks to hang
hewilyn Burk was arrested this
the saloon's in the retail lignor
with
onto their available cash until things
businees. It was therefore deemed afterwoun by Patrolman Cross for
quieted down In the money *eaten',
advisable to make them pay the ree- steading a quart of whjekey from Henthe farmers were.euet getting ready
nter retail license, invest them with ry Riggin. who, it appeared. had alto dispose of their tobacco crop, but
the right to sell whisky and then. ready drank his supply for the day.
bewere
dvterred,
association. Sten
hcQd them down to a prescriptiest Both e(•re locked up.
cause there was no money on band to
finarcee the pool. 'Oopmement ly, deliveries up to thteetime have been
so Might as to amount practically to
nothing.
The delay In deliveries probably
will delay them in getting their to
barest on the market. mail late

INSUBORDINATES
WERE DISMISSED
BY POSTMASTER

ILLINOIS CENTRAL SHOPMEN GOING
ON VISITS FOR HOLIDAY VACATION

spring.. -Many planters, of ,couree.
cannot deposit their tobaeco in e
ter's Landing to hunt. and John Rowarehouse and wait indefinitely for
land' will spend the holidays at Bpsale and distribution of the profite Many Will Be in the Woods ` peewit', hunting on his father's fare
Of the pool. They haven't the ready
and Fields With Dogs and , Numerous other hunting Duette% were
money to live on in the meantirne.
talked of this morning, but define(
It It erOirahVe, too, that buyers will
Gun, While Others will arrangements had not -been made.
not be-ft:Cu for some %lute to pay the
Among other employee 4141 will
Spend Xmas With Relatives. Iseye
association priee. It was raised au
the eity are Fred' McCreary,
average of $2 the hundred, and acwho, with Maw bieCreary. will tqwed
cording to all the usages of trade, It
a week in Livingston county with rel
will be up to the arateciation to demAlthotigh time ordeecioelng the rail- atives. Will Theoteld will go to
onstrate to the buyers that it can road shops for the holidays canei tin. BiythevIlle,IA•rk., C. J. Babb to Carrshold out indefinitely, or until, Bs expectedly to many of the empidera, ville, Ky., lames and John Foed to
peke is realized. That will test the they „got 'busy yesterday with their Graves county; Bill Smalley and famstaying qualities of the pool. The requests for passes In time to leave
ily will visit relatives In Jackson,
foreign governments mute have the 'emcee)), while many hasty hunt- Tenn., Charlie Akers and wife go to
weed, anti the association 'Probable ing parties were planned. among
Dexter to Visit relatives. Crenshaw
has 80 per cent of the crop pledged. thosse who are inciined to that kind
Russell to Hopkinsville. Ernest Hef'That Is considered tsuffielent be dom- of sport:
lin to 'Memphis, Hugh Moneymaker
inate the market. if the 'pool does
Willie and Jobe Schmidt and Bill to Princetone James Stewart to Memnth break through sheer despera- Maare form a party that will leave in
phis, John An-burn to Marked Tree
tion
the morningefor Ballard county for
Ark.. Harry Johneton to Atlanta.
It ie to state the situation frank- flee-days hunt. Foreman George Ben
Almost every stopman will make
y. Chairman Yerbrough retell, that durant, of the mill at the efir shops,
a trip somewhere before the holidays
he meeting is called. There is no will head a perty that will leave in A.
are over.
pregram. The ferrite's are aim- L. Duck's launch for a trip up the riv
ly going to meet and niscues the or to shoot geese and ducks. Phi"
Engine 1038 which was sideswiped
tuatiee among themselves, and de Gwyn and A. Y. Ittppy will go to SisIn- the yards at Fulton yestenday was
crop.
means of financing the
brought to the shops and repaired
They hope that the financial situalast night. A crew of men worked
eon w 11 have entered sufficiently' be'
until a late hour getting her ready
THE WE iTIIER.
that ti e to make arrangements for
go out with l0':3 to Memphis. Tin-en
led erect', poraible. It. "is, believed
glues' pilot and, cylinder head we
hers are loyal and will stand
broken. by the accident.
pool, even to the ettent of
.The forces at the shops for the next
lees than the usual Ge. per
week will epeeist of the regular nemlance, where they can do se
her of men kept on duty on Sunday..
itt hardship, though it is
and holidays; to get engines'out and
teose of the leaders of the
Offieermu
repair emergency breaks.
"ige'N all members teTolbert and *Kirk wit( make their
at proposition to
regular rounds at the ehops and in
the yards to keep it watch for petty
[ea themselves
thieves who may. he agionnd thinking
of it. a ne
the shops are closed entirely.
IA' book
to

Thoughtful People Have Provided f&t. Comfort of the Poor
on That Occasion and Basketsful of Provisions and
Toys Will Be Sent.

X-MAS WEDDINGS.
Peril F. tiltolson and Mary
Rouse.
liennis ('. TI
peel anti Helve It. Clark.
Rev Is all F:11,1110011 and Nina
('lark.
Thoutae Hart', and Julia elctem.
Jamem It. Watson and Julia
Lilly.
F:resest V)'. TI
peon and Essie H. Utley.
August Contilland and Ida
Gilbert.
John theinier and Lelia Ram.

EVERYTHING WILL BE ('lA)SED..,

Christmas will be observed tomorrow ey all Paducah Stores and manufacture', ratablishmersts will remain closed all day, and over-worked
clerks will be given a deserved rest.
Then it will be a joyous day and
when old Septa scampers down the
chitnney emieht and ties the stockings and then herriee back to his
home in the frigid north. he will le
happy, for he swill knee every girl
and boy will awake joyful.
At the market this morning there
vets every sign that there will ba
plenty of big dinners totem row, ere
people can recall wben *there were
more turkeys for sale. Dressed turkeys brought from 15 to ia cents a
potted and the nye turkey,' mold for
9 and 10 cents a pound. Produce in
Plentiful quantitiee was offered and
brought a ready este.
The Poor.
The poor of the city will be remembered by old Santa. too. This morning committees of women of the Char
It)' club began delivering the baskets
to the needy fatalities. tap .Toner,
secretary of the club, had 711 baskets.
The children of the public school
gave the larger proportion of the
food. Yesterday afternoon the women
ef th4 Charity club were busy arranging the haskets, and this morning the
secretary's office resembled the home
of old Kris Kringle.
'Also the Salvation army w:II send
out many baskets. Captain and Mrs.
Arthur Meeker have been. blisy several days arranging the baskets and ev_
ery family will receive a stitches and
Other food for their Christmas dinner. For the sick Capt. Meeker has
mimi merous delicacies.
Friday night the Rev. and Mrs. R.
W.(Niles will have the annual ChristInatt tree at the Union Rescue Mission
on South Third street. The tree has
been a success in the past, but this
year it will surpass previous effrots.
Employees of the marine railway
contributed $30 for the tree and the
young children of the Broadway Meth
odist Sunday school gave $4.05, besides many toys and useful garments
The small children of the First Pnesbyterian Sunday school gave $4.53 to
the mission, and the ladlee Aid eeriety of
the Tenth Street Christian

Leonard Cliamiere anti Newel
Farmer.
IMAM' Landis and Lula Morgan
Walter Gilliam and Nancy
May Se011141.

Port of Spain, Trinidad. 'Dec. 24.—
The Peelle fleet was received with
royal weleorne today. Sir Henry Jack
son, the British governor, was early
aboard Evans' flagssitim with an invitation to attend dinner and reception
except for those kept on deity coaling
and other wank. ghee keave is general among those on board In fleet.
Races will he held tomorrow.

TIE COMPANY RECOVERS
Washington. Dec. 24.—The Interstalk Cornrow-re Commission decided
that the Holeomb-Hayes Tie company, of Tennessee, is entitled to recce,.
er $3,000 from the Southern Railway
and Illinois Central for unjust charges on shipments, clue to cancellation
of through rates on Tennessee Central
in 1895.

MORE TESTIMONY
ABOUT YOUTSE1
IN POWERS TRIAL

Frankfort. Ky., Dee. 24. (Beecial)•—Governor Willem instructed
Adjutant General Johnston to visit
Slaughtersville. Murray and other
places, where the Italian government has property, and investigate
conditions, authorizing him to call
out what soldiers that be necessary
for its protection. The governor
made public two letters written by
hen, in which he emphasizes his determination to put down lawlessness,
and he ',cores men who threaten to
, prevent a woman from delivering her
!crop,

Km ass.

SURVEYING CREW
HOBSON INFORMS
COMPLETES LINE
UNITED PRESS OF
INTO MAYFIELD
NAVY CONDITION
Washington. Dec. 24.—In an article, copyrighted by the United Prem,
Chileans Richard P. Hobson, reprosentetive, dealing with the recent
critieisms of the navy by Henry Ren(erdali admits that Reuterdall has
done a great service to the United
States by calling attention to the ale
parent weaknesses,: but he says offhand condemnation of the
whole
navy is not warranted by the facts.
Hobson makes the statetnent that a
larger navy is needed, in handling
Reeterdalis,criticisms, he says the
United State', is proftting t, the experience anti that many of Renterriall's statements are technical. Coneluding, Hobson says the criticisms,
should not shake the American pen'pie's confidence in their navy, as a
battle is the only test. This test, he
gam would find that the American
fleet would give a good account of
Fleet at Trinidad.
Wat'hington, Dec. 24—Official announeernent was received by cable
from Admiral Evans at the navy department of the arrival of the battleship fleet at Trinided

(Continued on Page Four.)

AT TRINIDAD

Instructs Johnston to Visit Resumul Its March Last Night
Places. Where Italian Gover- But There Was No Recurment Has Tobacco Stored, rence of Disorder, Though
and Gives Him Authority.
Chief Collins Might Have
Stopped Demonstration.

MISS ETHEL MILES
WINS GOLD PIECE
FOR PRIZE ESSAY

Mayfield, Ky.. Dec. 21.---Surveaors of the Paducah and Mayfield Electric railway eine arrived in the city
last night.
The; survey goes east of Folsomdale about 400 yards, west of Viola
about one quarter of a mile and
through. the western outskirts of the.
city of ,Hickory Grove and theoparallel with the railroad to May- field. .After they get throitgh surveying this
line. another (route will be surveyed
from here to Paducah.
Hugo Voecke Paroled,
New Yom. Dec. 24 --Hugo C.
Voecks. the youth who pleaded guilty
to the indictment charging Marie
mailing Raymond
Hitchcock. was
paroled today, in custody of the
Gerry Society and his sentence was
KUSpentled

RESIDENCE ROBBED

WHAT

t'ITY

11()1.1e11'1111,

tisUD.

Phoenix like, the "01d Terrell parade," which was demolished by two
wrathy saloon
men yesterday at
noon, arose from the debris last
teght and
marched
thtough
the
streets without any one to bar Its
rpersougmed
ress., though it had been whispered around that serious trouble would
be eneountered, if the parade was
Being forewarned, the promoters
appeared
to be forearmed
and
marching at the head of the band to
the position -usually occupied by the
big drum major with his baton,
marched Edward Terrell, with a
formidable looking pickhandle, and
the expression on his countenance
ndicated that he would stand for no
interference without a struggle. One
man carried a red bandana handkerchief in the rear, as if to flaunt in
the faces of the opposing faction.
After marching through the streets
and the hand had played its repertoireef music, including "There will
he a hot time in the old town tonight," the profession disbanded in
front of the distilling company's office on Jefferson street.
The parade and its troubles en
Fourth street yesterday were the
subject of a great deal of discussion.
and when it appeared
again
last
night large crowds gathered expecting to see trouble but non: appeared.
Chief Collins placed a reserve
force of police and
detectives at
Fourth street and Broadway to quell
any outbreak that might occur, but
the officers' presence was net needed.
Yestet'day upon. inquiry
from
Chief Collins. City Solicitor Campbell informed hint that he had the
right to prevent an assemblage, calculated to cause a riot; and informed
the chief that -under the atatutes a
eity is liable for the lose of property
oecadoned by a rest, unless the police used every means to prevent
damage, The chief tried to dieuade
Mr. Terrell and then gave him police protection.

The residence of E P. Henderson,
321 'Harrison street, was entered by a
burglar last night and a lady's handbag. in which was a fine gold watch
and several dollars in silver, was stolMany People Shopping.
en. The thief entered the house by
Trains coming across the river
raising a side window. The -burglary from southern Illinois today had a
was reported to the pollee and detec- heavy traffic.
The railroad
has
tives were detailed on the case.
been doing a good
business ghee
last week, but today's record has out
clipped the others.

HUMANE SOCIETY CASE.

A. M. HEWLETT

Warrente were sworn out today for
the arrest of Edgar Bowers, a farm
hand employee on George Gardner's
Mr. A, M. Hewlett, 57 years old„,
plantation by Humane Officer Jap To- president of the Western Tube conis
ner, who (-herpes cruelty to animals.
isany, died last Friday at his home
The ;Reused is said to have tied a
Miss Ethel Miles was awarded the 'cow to the rear end of a wagon with in Kewanee, Ill. His death Was sud$5 mild-piece offered by the Patiteeth a ehaln around the animal's horns den, being caused by a paralytic
Forestry association for the best eve When the 'humane officer's attention stroke. Mr Hewlett was born in
a pupil of the public was called to the slum the animal was
eay written
Jeffersentown, Ky, in 1850 and had
schoole on the oak. Miss -Miles' es- almost dead from being dragged on
lived In Kewanee since 1875. -.sie
say showed that she had studied and the graveled streets.
was a brother to U. J. Hewlett, wh'
thought a great deal on her subject
ION
lived
in this city.
was
awarded
her
by
the
anti the $5
unanimotta vote of the judges. Mite
Mine Morton. elm. James A. Rude
and Mr. John S. Bleecker. Professor
Dr. L. G Graham has resigned as
Carnagey will publicly give Misty/Cies
pastor of the Second Baptist church
, Ky.. Dee. 24,—'
her prize at the beginning of school
Hie resignation will go Into effect to
after holiday, vacation.
.es Miller. a promi
about six week's or two months.
of near. Shiloh. died. M
Graham regrets that he must
retimeworn }'signs.
short illness of pneun
sign. hut he does it on account of
Washington. Dec. 24.--Rear Ada family he leaves theme
failing health. Re will probably go
mire: Browneon resigned and hits resMcrrackeneee
to Illinois for his health, and if it
ignation was accepted. hy the Presiimproves he will rerturne his charge
dent,
here.
Dr. Graham's congregation regret
his leaving and expresnese it in many
tokens of love. The Sunday school
yesterday presented him with a fine
pedestal. A donation party recently
was held in his honor.

Georgetown, Ky., 'Dec. 21. (Six'
cial.)—In the Powers CRS. this morn._
log, Taylor's deposition, begun yesterday, was completed. J. N. Hargrave said he paw Youtsey rush out
of the secretary of state's, private
Aberdeen, Ky., Dec. 24.--The poet- office immediately after Goebel fell.
and said he .told Franklin what hip
office eafe Wee blown open. and
ntro In money and regiereren 0101: was knew but was not celled t El a wittefederal
ness in the Howard case.
se red.
to
Prisoner N. P. Meglone LAM
Youtsey iu the penitentiary. Toutsey totd hen Powers- was innocent
ng
end ens a fool to tem away. Ex-let
Crilpf•riii mai ,
S. Marshal Sharp told Taylor the ree' ewes. Dec. 24. --WtWat, $1.00; port that Democrats had armed mein
oats, 61
to force them out of the office.

DR. GRAHAM RESIGNS

TP—AS MILLER

SHOPPINC
ENDS

Following
Its;

BOX CAR AFIRE

Usual custola

lire burned a large hole in the
floor of an Illinois Central box car.
No. 54.418, this morning, and if the
blaze had not been discovered
time a serious ere might have lee
el. The ear was empty -and was
side-track by the Evansville B
company and when sweet en
199. passed the crew not I
beetling from the car. En
man .1. it, Tehrthard
Shepherd used the fire
parat us on the switch e
had a stream of WA
The lose will not a
a new floor can be
supposed the
some hobo leav
cigarette in tb

THE SUX
IViii

POSTOFFICE LOOTED

aiee its
Employes
.4 !folm'iy
Chefstmai;.

Grain Market.

11

P VIE TEN.

•
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CHICAGO CONTROL.
ILLINOIS ISSUE

Give Us a Share of
. Your

OHL TRUTH
KIDNEY TROUBLE.

vioNtrAv
i:4

••16.‘

.

"A hard chill, pain through the chest, drrribirt t
Oreathing.!" II this should be your experience,
Kidney trouble is infiarumation of
send fey your doctor. It may be pneumonia!
the k4dneys due to colon, exposure,
Totioefor yourself would be too risky. If your
worry, excesses in eating knd drinkAsk your dodo,if he dee+ n°11/11,411 doctor cannot come at once, give Ayer's
ing ,etc.
wouMee,o,,,oo,
boat. Cherry Pectoral. When he Comes, tell hint
Rackeche is seldom ae eviderice of
ofAcr'sCherryPectatalanthehoux. exactly what you have done.
J. O.era Co..
A Cohan Show,
George Cohan's masterpiece,' lotto
Restriction of Cook County is inflammation of the kidneys.
Smokiness or sediment that can be Johnny Jones," with
One cast tuad:bigTEXAS SEIZES CARS
steer with the naked eye are not usu- chorus, is_the attract
to Be PataitioUnt.
C,.t' about 0) be removed front the
ion at The Kenally evidetoces of a
OF UNION TA,Nii LINE. state when they were seised under
very serious tucky tonight.
The tuneful music
4
otage of inflammation. Both often and humor
the court's injunction order.
of the peter have made it
•
show la people otherwise well and famous.
Austin, Tex.. Dec. 23.-The state
•
eoide from the popularity of
Denecn Forced by Speaker to Take
Phone 33,ti.
commonly dioappea- with the excit- the ear,
Phone 765.
of Texas,harr seized forty-nine oil cars
"But, Willie," said the tad lbw's
Cognisance of Quiot
During
ing °aurae.
belonging to the Union Tank Line mother, "didn'teryour conscience tell
the (*ampules'
The patient should diet, avoid
and is holding them' for disposition you you were daring wroagt"
The Lunatic and the Lady,
colds and live carefully and the or"Yes'h," replied While, "hut O
Melville B. Rayteonfas latest of- by the dtstrict court here. The Union
dinary case of kidney trouble • will fer. "The
Lunatic and the Leda'," Tank Line is one of the defendants know you told me not to behest' gnow
with care sad treatment venally dis- will
be the attraction at. The Ken- in the suit which the state recently erything 1 bear."-Philieepithia Prey
THE PLATFORM OF SHURTLEFF.
appear the first tes' weeks.
tucky Ch-ristmas. Mr. Frank Christe filed against a number -of Steneard
If et persists, or there should be is the centra
Men seldom fly ter (heir Ilree when
l figure in the uproarious Oil concerns for teemed violations of
eonttinued evidence of disordered medley
of comedy, music and Mirth, the anti-trust law. The Union Tank they meet a woman who is dressed to
Springfield, I1., Dec. 24.-e1nfortna kidneys, it should demand the at- and posses an unlimi
Line has eo representative in Texas kill.
W. P. Parton,
R. Rudy,
ted fund of
P Puryear,
lion from Chicago indicates that after tention of the 'patient in view of the genuine mirth provok
so far as the state canlearn.
l'resident.
ing characterisAesietant Cashier.
January lithe chief Issue in the gab- position taken by medital writers tics. However large
The court is-sped an Injunction reBe sure sou are wrong before you
as is his oonstrieruatorial contest will be "Chicago that about the sixth month the in- dettion.. to -the
general anausenteet straining the defendant coneerns from go away 'beck and sit down.
flamed
condit
ion becomes chronic fund, he Is plot
vs. the coungre." When Speaker
the irate fun maker, as removing any of their property front
Shurtleg announced hie eandidaary for and incurable.
the state pending a final decision of
he is surrotooded by a coterie
We always feel sorry for the marof &bin
It will be seen through all the
governor,.eonbe-naatt-ha ago, he an
comedians, and atiolsted by a chorus the cafe. The forty-nine Lank"cars ried man 'who talks in his sleep.
above
pat
the
real
nounve
trouble is en- of American Beeuti
d his "platform," the princi;la
tea
es. featured for Its
pal plank of which was a declaration flanimation in the kidneys. While singing and dancing.
The mounAng Only One "BROM° OMNI," that is
in (aver of placing a constitutional re- there are many kidney stimulants of the piece is perfect
Vaplual
and the cosill00,000
on every
striction on the repreeentatiOn of they have been abandoned by play- tumes very elabor
Surplus
ate. The musical
50,000
siciates
.
for they now know that none portio
box. 25c
Cbok county in the legislature. The
Stookholders liability.
n of the corned,. is especially Cures* Cold in One Da-. Oriel in 2 Days
100.00'1
speaker deniared that, as its preoent of them carry repair to inflamed kid- attractive, contai
sing
snappy
song
rate of growth in population. Chicago neys.
hits, the kind you whistle.
Total security to depositors
The late John J. Fulton was the
le250,000
within a very few years would absoAccounta of ludiyiduals and firms solicited.
We appreciate
lutely control both branches of the first man in Ow world to discover an
Peal Gilmore,
small say well as large depositors and attend to
emollient that reaches tho kidneys.
all the maw
general assembly.
Thle Knoxville Journal and Tribune
courteous treatise nt.
It reverses the old tresement. In- Kays:
The issue thus raised by the speakstead of Irritating the inflamed keiNo. 20.a South Fourth street. Phones: ()Rice 270;
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to have a suit made
to order for

$25.00
fur Christmas.

SOLOMON
The Tailor.
fritt Intent 1011-It
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1

TENNYSON.
"Howe'er it be. it seems.to me
'Tits only iterate to be good."
If title is true, how very few
,
Care to be noble if they could.
I SHAKESPEARE.
•
"Love looks not with the eyes,
but
with therflitliseoe
And therefore is wing'd Cupid painted blind."
Great pity 'tis; if he could only
see
The svorle would hold far lest misery
,
DRYDEN.
"Happy the man, and happy he alone,
He who can call today his own."
null by the time he gets his title to
It,
'Tis out of date; nexteday he
must
fenew it.
CONGREVE.
"Thus grief fie treads upon the
heels
of plOasure;
Married in beets, we may repent
at
leisure."
A better plan, and one that
eaves
.
mud% sorrow:
Repent today; leave marriage till
tomorrow.
-A. M. Macy in Putnam's.
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THE FIGURE.
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...A Merry Christmas...
To You and Many More Just Like Them

,
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-

We thank you for the generous patronage
which has made this our greatest Christmas
and assure you we shall only endeavor to
more merit such generosity.
Drop in and see us tonight for any purchases
you have not made.
Our store will be open till noon tomorrow.
14
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THE PADUCAH EVENING SUR

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

Ykinips

Under the Mistletoe.
The girl from Philadelphia
In scene things is not slow,
She says, "Goodness me! Was I
Beneath the mistletoe?"

,Y•'ft 6uggestiong from the

•

The St. Louis girl a startled look
At once begins to wear,
As she exclaim's. 'How very strange!
I didn't know awes there!"

Upholsterq 6ection

Lace Curtains, $1.00, $1 50, $2.00 and higher.
Portiers, $1 25, $2 00, $3.50 and higher.
Lace Bed Seta $560, $8 50 and $12.00.
French Tapestry Panels, $1 25, $2 50, 810.
Shirt Waist Boxes, $1.75, $2.40, $3.20, $5.00.

The San Francisco maid demure,
So calm as NOM can Liev!
As with a blissful stulle, she tiakX9.
"You've caught HOU on, I see!"

Bletella Carpet Sweepers, $2 50, $300 and $4 50
Draught Screens, $1.75, $2.50 and *500.
Materials for Fancy Bags, 15c, 200, 2ic, 30c
Table Covers, $00, 75C, 980 and $1 50.

The Boston girl removes her specs,
Her claseic face sedate,
Anti, as she looks around, he says,
"I'll take a chair and wait."
The Gotham maiden lifts herself
Upon a tiny toe,
Remarking, as she takes one more,
"It's English, don't you know?"

CHRISTMAS DINNER.
rrow at PlIdUleitill Popular Hostelry.
Blue Points.
Celery.
Salted Almonds.
Cream of Cauliflower.
Staffed Olives,
Radishes.
Medallion of Halibut al Admiral.
Pommes Gastronome.
Sweet Bread.
Pattie Toulouse.
Christmas Beef an jus.
Asparague Tips.
French Peas.
Turkey. Oyster Dressing, Cranberry
Sauce.
Candled Swhets.
Creamed Potatoes.
Egg Nogg.
Red Head Duck, au Cresson.
Fresh Shrimp. mayoenalse.
English
Plum
Pudding. Brandy
Sauce.
Pumpkin Pie. Charlotte Russe.
Tutti Frutti ice Creani, Fancy Cake.
Nuts. Fruit.
Roquefort
Wafers.
Coffee.
Palmer House, Padueah, Ky.
Menu for T

..--For Dr. Pendley deg 416.
—Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400%
Broadway. Phone 196.
—We give you better carriage and
better service for the money than
is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for special
Occasions on short notice; also elegant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co.
—Fornia for real estate agents for
sale at this melee.
—Mr, H. C. Hollins has left the
„gity for a few months, and I have acuired in interest in his business and
all look-after it for him. Any inormalion with reference to any
ranch of it will receive prompt attention if you will call up The Sun
office. Both phones 358,, E. J. Paxton.
--For ainalbering machines, band
4 deters, rubbee typl and stencils of all
-4 hands, call on The Diamond Stamp
e Works, 115 South Thad. Phones 358.
—City amble:tilers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of their
papers stopped must nottfy our collectors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention wilt
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
—Place your orders for wedding
invitations at borne. The Sun is
showing es great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to

4 -firers.

Mr. Friedman Honored.
Mr. Joseph L. Friedman has been
elected vice president of the AntiCbild Labor board, but may not accept, as the office requires a great
deal more attention than he can devote to it. Mr. Friedman
regrets
that he is unable to accept the office,
which he esteems a great honor, but
will help the board in every way pry.
Bible.
"Walking Mun" W1IFOri. of Madis
sonville, a member of the Anti-Chlki
Labor board, was in the city this
seek looking into child labor conditions here. He left today, but declined to be interviewed

Bit better still, the Paducah girl
Another plan, instead
Of standing just beneath, she tries,
She weare it On her head!
—Exchange.
Informal Christmas Party.
Mass Grace Hills will entertain
some of her friends informally oe
Thursday evening at her home, 320
North Ninth street.
Social

Evening of Sunday School
Class.
Miss Olga List will entertain her
Atoulay school cleat of the German
Evangelical church on Sattircias evening at her borne on South Fifth
street. Each boy will be privileged
to invite a girl.
*German Club's Christmas Dance.
The newly organized German club
will have its first dance of the winter
series on Christmas night at the Hotel
Craig. The club le eomposed of the
younger society boys.
Lather League With Miss Hoewischer
Miss Elsie Hocovisches will entertain (be Luther League at her home
on South Third street Thursday afternoon at 3 o'clock'. It wafl be a
pleasant social occasion Air the hetiday season.
Magazine Club.
The Magazine club vial meet on
Thursday afternoon with Mrs. James
Canspbelk Flournoy. at her home on
Jefferson boulevard. It is the regular Christmas meeting of the elute
'!'hose Who will aeelbrt are: Mrs.
Frank L. Scott and Miss Lowry from
North Arne/at-an Review; Mrs. Stainders Foster and Mrs. Eli Boone
from Tbe Outlook; Mrs. S. T. Hubbard and Mrs. Hal- Corbett from the
Cent ury.

OP CIO and up Organs $10
ann
Easy paymenta. Fred P.
Not Violation of Federal Law.
Watson & Bro. V. H. Thomas manWashington. Dec. 24.—That the orager, 311 Broadway. Phone 573-r.
&inane, of the city of Minnealsolte.
—Just received another large
prehlbiting the keeping of saloons
shipment of those $6 and $7 Stetson,
open
on Sunday is not in violation of
Hainan and EdwinClapp fine shoes
Ike the federal constitution was today in
Which we sell for only $4.
Morgan-Landis.
effect judicially declared by the suCohen, 104 South Second.
The marriage of Miss Luta D. Moryou would give your boys preme court-of the United States in
the case of the state of Minnesota vs. gan to Mr. Isaac Landis, of Greenspleasure for Xmas, give them someburg. Ky., took plate this afternoon
Val Ma rel Mak.
thing they eejoy; a foot ball, punchat 4 o'clock at the home of the bride's
D.
gloves.
R.
ing bag or boxing
mother, Mrs. Josephine Morgan, 2103
He Was Drunk and Not Hurt,
Clements & Co. have a complete line.
Broadway. The Rev. G. T. Sullivan
A report came to police headquar• -Oysters, oysters, balk or in can,
of the Broadway Methodist church.
at S ell No. 55 city market. Open ters this afternoon that a negro had performed the ceremony. The bride
been
knocked
off
the
trestle
at
the
Christusts morning.
wore a 'becoming traveling costume of
—The ladies of Temple Israel Sis- Illinois Central incline and killed or brow-n with gloves, bat and shoes to
Physician
terhood are requepted to be at the badly injured, and City
match'. The con.ple tleft at 6 o'clock
saliaptandard club room, December 26, Williamson in the patrol wagon for a bridal trap to New Orleans. They
hastened
out
but
it
was found that
at 2.30 sbarp. All are asked to
will reside at Greensburg.
bring their dues for entertainment the negro was uninjured, having
The bride is a sistee of Messrs. J.
fallen
from
the
trestle
while
drunk.
fund.
A. and J. T. Morgan, lumber area
He
gave
his
name
as
Joe
Hardy,
of
--Sunrise prayer service will be
with offices in the Fraternity blinding
held in the Kentucky Avenue Pres- Ballard county.
The family recently moved here from
tomorrow
morning
byterian church
Louisville. Mr. Landis is a prominent
WON BET AND liA),ST HEAD.
at 7 o'clock.
stock man near Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Morgan, 2022
by Foolish Wager Caused One Man to Jefferson street, entertadned at airmen
Christmas tree and program
Lose
His
Life.
the children tonight. All children of
last evening rat their home, complithe Sunday school are urged to be
mentary to the bride and bridegroom.
Imperial.
Cal.,
Dec.
24
—"I
bet
present for the Christmas treat of
cannot shoot my hat off my
You
candies, nuts. etc., 7:30. p. m.
A Christmas Surprise.
head," exclaimed E. 0. Sturgill to
ERNFART B. BELL, Sept.
The friends, church members and
his companion, Jim Owens, at a brawl
here last night, as the latter stood
'with a heavy calibre eat& in his
hand. The men, with a party of
Good news for late shoppers
friends, had been drinking. Owens
took deliberate aim at his friend's
hat and fired at a distance of six
with its faint, elushe sweetness
fet
With the flash of the pistol aturgill's brains spattered the wall and'
he fell dead, the bullet having torn
away the who
top of his head.
This reduction on the
that lit delicate,su tele and lasting
Owens fell upon his friend's body
famous Manhattan shirts'
and wept hystericelly. He was taken
Into euetody.
certainly presents a great
CYtiSe
iniltd by the sweet, dainty
opportunity to the late
IMMIGRATION INCREASING.
Jr tif Wildflowers, and
shopper. A man never
Washington, Dec. 24.—A 25 per
cent, increase over the same peniod
has too many shirts and
last year in the immigration from
if he were to think of
all countries tq the United States is
red0141 t with the breath of fresh
shown in the monthly statement of
the kind he wanted it
fleld
Ira.
the bureau of immigration covering
111.
would probably be
the month of November. In, that
month 11 7,476.. immigrants arrive('
"Manhattan."
lea 'Ph111,/' few stigThe
at the various ports, against 54,621
hie tact. N ot
•
of
line
gesti
in November, 1908. In *addition
$1.50
$1 75 Shirts reduced to
his
lVrg
'Igi
there 'were 1,394 who peached these
$2 00
fin!)
$2.50 Shirts reduced to
Asteuid
$3 00 Shirts reduced
shores, but were turned back for
various causes. Of the total Immigration for November. 1907,_ Russia
All the newest and
thone ftlrniehed 25,213, or an
1110111 up-to-date shades
ine of 20 per cent. over Novem06.
are shown.

Ambre Royale

Manhattan Shirts
Re Juced

Bouquet Farnese

Eltra Violette

hPhotographe.
e.for information re
en at McFadden

'1.5

blades
ther.

Make Tour Selection
Ton,iiht

nday
school of the Cumbeiiiii711Paaeteeati iongieeation gee. tile
Jeseph MeLeskey quite en age.,
able surprise last evening en the form
of a aortal, each taking something
lace and acceptable. His daughter,
Mrs. D. A. Heppe, was also rememberea.
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DELICIOUS

HART'S HERE

You want the
Best
Old-Fashioned
Sugar
House Molasses
Produced.

With the Stuff

Mr. Charles Bell has returned from
Terre Haute, where he attends the
We offer $500 as a guarantee
Rose Polytechnic whets!, to spend
of absolute purity, and ask
Christintte holidays with his parents,
you to try famous
Bell,
of
the
Mr. and Mae Richard
Mayfield' road.
Miss Lula Wheeler, who has been
teaching school in Livingston county,
was in the city yesterday seating
Pure Open Kettle Segarfriends, while en route to her home
House Molasses,
In Sedalia to spend the Cie-earn:as
holidays.
She was aeconspanied
you will like "KokhUid."
home be the Misses Laura anid lua
ALL GROCERS
Wilson, who will be Miss Wheeler's
guest (Suring Christmas.
Miss Mildred Humphreys, of HopSUGARY
RION
kinsville, is the guest of her cousin.
Mies Caroline Ham, 313 North Sixth
C. E. COE, Distributer.
street.
•
Coaster that needs no snow. It runs like the
Mrs, Noble Parker and daughter,
wind,
can be guided or instantly stopped; it a
Miss Frances Lorraine Parker,
Left today for Lexington, Tenn., to
splendid toy for all the year.
spend the holidays with Mrs. Par- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. %V. A.
Jackson
Thompson,
of
Fourth
and
ker's parents, and then they go to
streets, is Ill of typhoid fever.
Memphis to reside.
Dr. Euclid Covington, of Owene'Miss Fannie Mitchell, of 1623 HarPresent. and I fart has just that kind. The enrison street. is spending the holtdaye bort>. Is in the city.
adiss Blanche Craner, of Memphis,
with relatives in W aster comes,.
tire
line is composed of big values at the price;
Mr. Richard Donovan will arrive is Tinning friends in the city.
go
to
Prof.
J.
A.
Carnagey
will
even
the 10c articles are great ones.
tomorrow from West Point to spend
the Christmas holidays with his par- Lexington tomorrow night to attend
Mrs. She•rrilL 624 North Seventh
ents, Cot. and Mrs. J. T. Donovan,
street, has gone to Princeton to visit
of Jefferson street,
Mr. Frank Judge, of 'Atlanta, has her daughter during the holidass.
in all modern presents for all ages and sizes.
Miss Virginia Newell left this afarrived to spend the Christmas holtds.ys with his niother, Mrs. Par Judge ternoon for Paris, Tenn., to spend
Hart can show you something new, attractive,
Christmas with her mother, Mrs. 'I'
of Washington street.
useful,
pretty and at a price that is within
Mr. John J. Bleich, Jr., has ar J. Newell.
reach
of any purse.
rived from Elgin, III., and during
Mr. and Mrs. W. Baxter Pace, of
Christmas will be the guest of his Louisville. wilt arrive this evening te
parents, Mr. arid Mrs. John J. spend Christmas with Mrs. Mars lint
Bleioh, of Clark street.
met and Mr. slid Mrs. Muscost BurMr. Daniel B. Simon, of .Rock- nett, 2005 Broadway.
mart, Ga.. will leave for Sr Louis
Mr. %V. J. White, of Waynesboro.
tomorrow after a business trip to La., is in the city visiting his sister.
Incorporated.
the city.
Mrs. Ben Price, Jr. Mr. and Mrs.
Col. Edward 0. Leigh, of Frank- Price will accompany Mr. White
fort, arrived last night and le visiting home this evening and will make
his sister, Miss Ora V. Leigh, and his their home In Was nesboro.
W.VNTE1)---To trade good esssendbrother, Mr. 011ie P. Leigh.
hand road wagon for corn. JohnsonMr. Herbert White left today 'for
Miss Carrie Blythe has gone to his home in Los Angeles, after a
Denker Coal company. Phones 203.
Fayetteville, Tenn.,'to spend
the short visit
lit this city to his sister,
FOR RENT—A twoestiiry frame
Christmas holidays with friends.
Mae Kate White,
residence on Jeffereen street. one-half
Mrs Hunter H. Hough, of Dexter,
block from Fountain avenue. Apply
Dr, and Melt Sydney Smith will
Mo., will arrive this week to spend
to W. D. Greer.
lea‘e
tomorrow
where
for
Nashville,
Subscribers inserting want ads in
the holidays with her mother, Mrs.
she will spend several days with The Sun will kindly remember that
Gaslight from kerosene lamps by
George A. Wright.
Mrs. Smith's parents.
all such R.-ins are to be paid for using our patent burner; do chimneys
Mrs. Judson A. Roach, of MadiDescription free. Agents
Mr. John G. Miller went to Crider when the ad is inserted, the rule ap- nor wicks
son street, left this
morning for
Jackson. Tenn., to spend Christmas. today to spend Christmas with his plying So every one without excep- make good income. Gaslight Mfg.
Co., 24 Park Row, New York.
tion.
Mrs. U. F. Shifietoe and son will wife.
WANTED—For U. 13. army; Able-Miss Carrie Miller, 614 Clay street
arrive Thursday on a visit to Mrs.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicybodied unmarried men between ages
left today for Shawneetown, where cles, 326-323 South Third street.
George Wright, of Clay street.
Mr Herbert Elliott went to Me- she will visit friends,.
s
FOR heating and storswood ring of le and 35: citizens of the United
States, of good cheractes and tempertropolis this afternoon, and during
Mrs. Susan Anthony, 104)1 Jeffer- 487 F. Levin.
ate habits, who can spe•aic, read and
Christmas will be the guests of his son street, left this morning for
FOR DR' *you, old phone
write English. Mao wanted now for
Greenville, and after a short visit 3361.
patents,'Mayor and Mileservice in Cuba. For information apMr. and Mrs. Charles Baker have there will go to Springfield, Tenn..
FOR SALE—Roil top desk with ply to Recruiting
Officer, New Richgone to Savannah. Tenn., to spend to visit relatives.
chair Apply at this office.
mond House, Paducah, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Burnham and
the Cbriettnas holidays.
Adtite
COOK
WANTED---Mra.
LOST DOG—One medium size feMr. and afts. IUih recesman ar- ehedren, Frank and Lawrence, 412 Caldwell. Phone
867.
male pointer, wearing a plain leather
rived today from Clinton. III.. and Harahan boulevard, left today for
FOR RENT--Two furnished rooms collar. She is white with lemon cols.
will spend Christmas with Mrs. Hass- Louisville, where they will spend
Apply 42,0 North Fourth.
meld ears, small lemon spots on head
man's sister, Mrs. Charles Eager, of Christmas.
Mr. Bob Hicks went to Henderson —BUY your coal of C. M. Cagle. Best and over body. Answers to the name
South allth street.
grade lump coal 14 cents per bushel. of Dixie. $10 'reward will be paid
Mrs. Charles F. James. of Evana- today to visit friends.
Mr, le A. M. Grief, Fourth and New phone 975.
for return to Lang Bros.' drug store
ville, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
Fifth Jefferson streets, went to Louisville
Charles J. Kiger, of South
FOR RENT—Furntsbed room, all or $50 for information leading to arstreet.
today
to spend Christmas with modern conveniences.
Apply
615 rest and conviction of thief, if sto.en.
Mr. Clarence Knowles. superin- friends.
North Fourth street. Old phone 1498. F. C. Burnett
Mr. Dan Simon. formerly manager
tendent of the water supply for the
horse shoeing,
J. E. 210kGAN
Illinois Central railroad, arrived to- of the electrical department of the general repairing, rubber tires, tali
TRAIN CREW ACQUITTED,
day from Chicago and during •tbe old Paducah Street Railway company South Third.
Christmas holidays will be the guest is in the city en route to St. Louis to
Washington, Dec. 24 —A verdict
WANTED—To rent house or cotof his parents, Mr. and. Mrs. Mike visit his relatives during the boll(age by permanent tenant Address of not guilty was returned by the
Says. Mr. Simon is connected with
Knowles, 415 Kentucky avenue.
urn- today in the case of Engineer
P. G. M., care Sun.
Miss Jessie Cloys, 3216 North the big "cement plant at Rockmart.
Hildebrand, Conductor Hoffneeer.
furnished
RENT-7
o
FOR
Sixth 'street, will Leave tomorrow Ala., of which Mr. T. J. Flournoy, of
Fireman McClellan and Brakeman
rooms. Bath and all modern convenevening for Martin. Tenn.. to spend• Paducah is president.
Rudder, the train crew who were inBroadway.
letices,
918
the Christmas holidays.
Mrs. F. M. Beller, of 1512 South
dicted for nianslaughter in connecFOR RENT—Three room cottage. tion with the wreck at Terra Ocitta.
Mrs. B. E. Keys ani son Linn., Fifth street, accompanied by Mr's.
of gape, Texas, are the guests of the Lawrence Berger, will spend Christ- Sewerage and bath. 414 North Fourth ; D C on the Baltimore and Ohio ,
•
St. Apply to W. A. Gardner.
former's parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. mas at Golconda. III,
1 railroad, on Dec. 304. 1906,
in which
,
Miss Ivy Omer, of Sturgis, is the
B. Linn, of Fifth and Madison streets.
FOR Christmas celery get Yarbro's 43 persons were killed and upward
Mr. Tom L. Crice went to Hopkins guest of her aunt. Mrs. David Nar- hoke-grown celery on the market. of threescore Injured. Thiktrial had
ville yesterday to spend a (scruple of rowa, 337 Elizabeth street.
Stall 46.
been in progress for threkwaalka•
days
Mr. and Mrs.., CayeG. Lemon and
WANTED — Three unfurnished and the verdict was reached illker
Miss Julia Steel, of Metropolis, little son, Clifton. arrived today from rooms for light housekeeping. Refer- four hours' deliberation.
was shopping in the city yesterday. Mayfield, and will he the guests of ence given and required. Old phone
Mr. M. E. Gilbert, wife and son, Mrs. Lemon's parents. ("ol. and Mrs. 2917.
Notice,
Warden, will go to Murray In the Joe A. Miller, 416 SoutS Sixth street.
All estimates for sewer s district
DON'T FORGET the Hole-in-themorning to spend Cbristmas.
Wall. 111% South Third street, for No. 2 are due toed payable at the
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Dunn went to
ch tie-con-came, tamales and sand- office of J.
Mocquot, attorney
Cairo to spend Christmas with rein110 South Fourth Street.
wiches of all kinds.
Interest will, be charged on all
FOR .RiENT-- Up-to-date four room
Mr. W. If. Poore wept to Pemtimates unless paid before Jan
765,
or
Broadway.
Phone
fiat,
1440
broke to spend Christmas.
1, 1908.
see L. D. Sanders.
Miss Elizabeth Biggs sprained her
THOS BRIDGES'
afternoon
while
ankle yesterday
FOR RENT -A suite of furnisbea
shopping, and was hardly able to
rooms to gentlemen. Over Iverson &
walk home,
Wallace's drug store, Seventh and
-Mr. Key Finley and Misses Maggie
Washington streets.
and Della Finley are spending the
FOR RENT—New four room stone
holidays at Camden, Tenn.
house, water, coal shed, chandeliers.
from
has
returned
Chy
Leigh
Mr.
119th and Harrison Sts. E. Foreman,
Martin, Tenn., to spend the Christ1128 North Fourth.
mas holidays. Mr. Leigh is a stu1
FOR RENT—The two. story frame
dent at the hall-Moody Institute.
For this me
aore house corner Sixteenth and
Miss Grace Stewart left this mornarennessee streets. Possession given are offering
ing for Memphis to visit the family of
lafter January 10th.
of
choice
ANT)
Mr. M. J. Turnbull, formerly master
FOR'SALE--Buck range, almost Equalled I
mechanic at the Illinois Central
ow. sewing machine and other house
shops.
old goods.' Reasonable prices. 922
Mies Joe Miller has returned from
south
Fourth street.
Uniontown,
to
St. Vitrues college at
LOST--A bunch ofkeys in a key
spend the 'Christmas holidays with
seak; between Custom !house and
her parents, Col. and Mrs. Joe A. Mil.14 North, Sixth street, fteturn to
ler, 416 South Sixth street.
14 North Sixth and receive reward.
Me. Robert W. Greenlield, of Nashville, Tenn., will arrive tomorrow to
FOR KENTUCKY COAL, Pittsspend Christmas with his nieces,
burg coal, dry stove wood, heath
Misses Morton, 612 Broadway.
wood, bundled and loose kindli
Mae Ora Leigh will leave Friday
telephone
2,03.
Johnston-De
for a week-end visit In Louisville and
Coal Co.
Cincinnati. She will be the guest of
CLEANING AND PRESSI,Mise Anna Bird Stewart In Cincinneti
ly done. Satisfaction
gu
on Sunday.
Work called for and deity
Miss Kate Wire and Wei George
trial is all I ask. James
Wire, of Mayfield, are spending
Ninth street, near Bro
W.
C.
and
Mrs.
Citilf1T
Mr.
Christmas with
338-a,
juItataiSee
Kidd, of MOO Broadway,
asresisiesar=
LOST DOG—Coe
Mr. L. E. McCabe, superintendent
male pointer answ
of the Nashvire division of the 1114Veer Clothier for 311 Vein-s.
Fred. Bob-tall, wh
nois Central, is in the city on busiLiberal reward f
newt
Monroe street.
Septa* Thompson the nine-year-old lit

4 Xmas Presents

"Rokland Plantation"

The above new toy is ..a

This is the year for useful

The assortment is well up

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

Merry
Christmas

Happy

Nezv rear

1

CllRISTMA
CARY'

i Fit:PADUCAH EvesTING SUN

SURPRISE

CHRISTMAS FUND

H.AN1)SOME PRINENT GIVEN TO IT To DATE, CAPT. MEAKER
TE.ACHER IN DISTRICT NO. 1.
RAS RECEIVED $150.43.
4.

Alaska outside-Florida inside. When
the blizzard comes it will be impossible to
cocofortably heat the cold rooms. Ihen,
and during the months of "between seasons- you'll find a

PERFECTION
Oil Heater
(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

tassr):e.•):1#>20
.

just what you need to make the mercury
dinb. It's Ilea eneaala to caRy from
room to room td gives direct glowing heat
from every drop of fuel. Turn the wick
high or low,there's no bother-no smoke-no smell- smokeless device
prevents. Brass cia font holds
4 quarts burning 9 hours. Superbly finished in japan and
nickel. Every heater warranted.
The

Lamp miikei,•

good corn
panion for • long
evening -brilliant.
steady 4/hr-reeding, sewing or fancy work doesn't tire die
eyes. Marie of brass, nickel Filmed wait latest improved
central cinot burner. Every lamp warranted. Write our
se.rest
v i.e descrirve circular
your viader dors',
cog thePericaaa cal teeter or Rayo Lamp.

E
a)(0
v.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
7,eorsoruted

141101•PING AS INSANITV CURE.
Si. II,rmis Superintendent Takes Patientsilil Tour in Big StolesSt. Looi -, Der. 21 - Firm in the billet that shopping is an aid te curing
Insanity. Its Herirs S Atkins. slitterintendent of the St. Ismis insane lea lam, Is now putting his theory to a
pra•ticai tea. aixty earthen pat:ents
those suffering wfth milder forms of
mental diseastm. are taking this novel
•ourse of treatment In the departmert
stores during the busy yuletide.
These journeys back into the irOTId of
the department stores and the activiIjCA ratich all women enjoy began
Thursday. Two attendants were in
charge of the shoppers. Their uniforms were loft hisaitid and they
abandoned as far as possible all ink
ens of authority. mihrgling in the
crowds in the big stores, the patients
and
attendants
were swallowed
rn on g thousands of rti•er *omen
T.ent on the elm*. missaill.
Ttee Fcenite; Suri-lOr a week,

1

VII(FIT sit %RING PLAN
lakes :Loot) F:mployest of Crane Company Recipients of lit1.541.003(lilt ago. Dec. 23.-Thi Crane company, t:evator manufacturers, cat-ibuted $33(1.00-0 by way of Chr'
mas gift to its 3,M'' eraVoyea In th••
cliii ago paint today. The distribie
tam as in accordanee with a profits: a. in's
arrangement
inaugurated
..1,arA ago, during which time
$1 N:01 111111 has been disbursej to ens
pl•e • s.
Powder Mill Destroyed.
Cr ,'de, Colo., Dec. 23.--The big
powder mil .p( the Happy Thought
Mine belonging to the United Creede
Mires company, was destroyed by
fire ton4ght. The loes is estimated
at $100,000. The cause sf the fire is
unknown.
Did you ever notice how much
iaeler it Is for the average man to be
a or Than hone-r"

Foreman Bros.,Electric Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric

plants installed;

Complete machine shop.
122.124 N. Fourth fit.

Phonos:757

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
•

s\

R.eal Estate Agency.
E REAL ESTATE
Fraternity Building.

PRICE LIST

Both Phones 835

•

Ye U e the King of All
4
Ironers.---Why?
S0 M
14-Because it iro s smoothly, not rough.
ad-The button lo les or stud holes match.
buttonssare ironed perfectly
,-Negligee shirts
injury.
or plaited bosoms like new, and
rIt irons either sti
g.
seen
is mi
"a often
Ore it in West lie ucky. Satisfy yourself by
sundry.

DRY
200. 120 North F urth St.

W. H. Elliott Receive4 Token of Re- Salvation Army For('e% Working to
gard From His Pupils-School
Get !gaskets itc•atly for
Dimmlowd.
Delivery.

CHRISTMAS
PUT A PAIR OF

The school children of school disCaptain Meaker reports the free
trict No, 1. Mk-Cracken
county. dinner fund as folloava.
made us money among themselves Previously asknowledged .• $129.33
and bought a nice and useful pre- Pot (18)
3.6,0
Sent for a Christmas gift to their C. H. Rieke & Son
•• • 3.00
teacher, W. H. Elliott, which they J. L. Friedman
2.00
delivered last Friday. Miss Loretto Rhodes-Burford Co.
a.100
Grief
acted
as
secretary and H. A. Peter
1.00
treasurer, and contributions from Rev. D. C. Wright
6.00
the followiug ebikiaen: Charley Mc- W. M. Rieke
LAO
Cutchen, Blanche and Hazel Ellen- Geo, If. Goodman
1.0.0
wood. Lena and Elsie Grief, Blaine, Ware Cochran
-1.00
Jake and Annie Houston, Lee, Inez James la Sleeth
1.00
and Edith Ragsdale„Minnie Baumer, W. A. Lawrenee
1.00
Myrtle Moore. Margie and Aubrey E. B. Harbour
2.00
Ellenwood. Henry and
1.04%
Hortense It. C. Thompson
Bichon, Johnnie Griffin, Hazel Pell,
Terry Warford,
Total
Hallie Thomas,
$156.43
Vonie, Lizzie and Mamie Briggrna
The Salvation Army force worked
n,
Fred Cortanillaud, Mary ,Harris,
Amy yesterday and today preparing over
Davis and Loretto, Louis and Sadie 100 baskets filled with a fine (Shrive.
Grief.
,mas dinner for five persons. These
at boo! dismissed until Decembe will be distributed by wagon
• this
r
eaening or gives to ticket holders at
th4 hall tomorrow morning.
The baskets will go into poor
homes without regard to famtly cora
His Limitation.
neations, creed or moral condition.
For the sake of the children for
whom Jesus came to live and die
these baskets will bring a practical
message of Joy and Cbristmas cheer
to poor. families.

$3, $3.50 $4
$3.50, $4.00, $5.00
rr HAT would be an eminently sensible gift to make
and one which would assuredly give pleasure to the
recipient. Or
perhaps you wonld like t7.- put your
own "Christ:flas stocking" into a pair of them. That
wonld be a mighty nice Xmas treat for your feet, , for
both the American Lady and American Gentieman Shoes
are famous for their easy fitting qualities and graceful
lines.
We are showing a splendid variety of refined shapes
in all the popular leathers.

American Lady shoes
$3, $3.50, $1
American fialtleman Shoes
$3.50, S4.00, $5

LIFE IN THE DESERT.
flow Animals and Vegetation Are
Protected Against Inaba-Bon.

lendler & Lydon

(From 1,os Angeles Times.)
Almost all life on the desert goes
armed. In the vegetation world of
the desert the cactus conica first with
Both
its'numberless specials They are all
armed with tong or short tough manes
that can penetrate the•thicketat boot.
The solitary and often grotesque
"Your friend D'Anher is an artist, "Joshua" or Yucca. the mesquite, th,e
catsclaw, and
numberless shrubs
Isn't lip"
**Yoe, that fellow can draw any- whose names have not been written,
all are armed in one way or another.
thing:*
shalecal! I hare beard it said that he Some exude poisonous sap, others
Lasna drawn n solaa breath for tauseating odors. The sage brush
rears."- Philadelphia Iris•
is about the only one that does not
seem to have any protection.
- -t I • i's are raw': and
iii ca, SO that!
CAN'T SESE FRIENDS.
in the animal kingdom meat are they expose
as little surface as posee ,
either
.armed with sharp teeth, spines, bte for evaporat
ion its the dry a
!Senator Taylor still Confined to His odors, or poison to serve to keep Choir
The great alnd ever present evader,
lioom in Ebbit House. •
enemies at a distance, while the oth- of the
struggle for water Is notices:
Washington, D. C., Dee. 2:1.-Sen- ers depend upon their fleetness or hie everywhere men
conic together on
rant Taylor le still ecnfined to his artful skulking and hiding.
the desert. In this struggle all who
The starred and repulsive Gila mon- cdme to
bed and his friends are forpidden to
the desert must engage In-'
see him. Be had Improved suffictent- ster. the horned toad, the aidesin\der stantly. Every wagon
must have its
with
his
two borne and deadly fangs. water barrels, every
by to sit up a while yesterday, but he
burro hia water
has remained in bed the whole of to- and its cousin, the desert rattle.. bags, eaoh man his canteen.
day. Grippe ts understood to have snake; the tarantula scorpion, and
complicated the acute indigestion desert bee. each of whose sting is ItaW.1 COL.1.1.:(
iE HAS 14'.1.N1)11‘.
which attacked him four or five class excradingly painful .and sometimes
ago. A number of Senators Taylor's fatal, are among the desert's deni- Marital Troubles
of afientber of the
friends called at the Ebbitt today to zens. Then there are many varietlea the proud mothers
are panning for a
learn his condition and to express of lizards, large and small and of
many colors, who protect themselves
their regret at his illness.
Ames. Ia.. WC. 24 -Although the
by their peed alone. The prowling
faculty of low‘a. State college tried to
coyote,
bobcat, mountain lion, jackLooking For the Angela.
patch up the differences between Vice
In Bethlehem, the children believe rabbit, cottontail, mountain sheep. Dean
Meeker of the aepartment of
Ibex,
antelope,
and
an
that on Christmas eve a choir' of anoccasional engineer
ing and' his wife, they have
deer
are
there.
gels always'sings above the place of
found their way into the courts. Mrs
Among the smaller animals arT the
our Savior's birth.
Meeker is suing for separation, and at
On this evening many children may gophlr, kangaroo rat, trade rat, hy- Story
City default was entered against
dropliobt
a sktink, ground squirrel.
,be seen standing about in grottps,
Professor
Meeker, bnt no decree for
and gazing wistfully up into the sky and Innumerable mice. But the trayany fixed allowance was made. Eflooking for the heaveuly messenger* ler seldom sees iny of these. The
forts have been made to 'keep the
of "Peace on earth. good will to prospector, however, soon becomes
scandal quiet. but enough of It has,
acquainted with them. The first, or
men."
at the latest, second night of his stay leakci out to- spate a nensatkon in
•
college circles, with the accompany.
Increasing the impaired Quantity. in any one camp, he will be visited
by
a trade rat, who will carry away ing query `w-hether an "affinity" is in"They, tell me, dear, that your faAl that portion of his Outfit that is volvid. Professor Meeker is a memther's money. is all taintea."
ber of the "shifting" committee of
"Do you hesitate
to tak•e it. not,too heavy for his ratship to han- the faculty,
ghich auperviaes the mordle
and
religiously leave some &tick
George?"
al conduct of the students. In a letNo, dear; but doesn't it seem. or stone in its place.
A hydrophobia skunk will be apt to ter 'Mrs. Meeker suggests that if the
underl the circumstances, as if
fall
and lunch from any bacon rinds "shifting committee" bad been as acshould Dry to make amends for its
tive among the faculty as a!TIM g
tCs
Impurity by giving us twice- as that may belaying about, not disdaining a nip at Mr. Prospector's nose if etudemts it would have served a bettnuch?"-Oleveland Plain Dealer.
ter
purpose.
the opportunity offers.
It is said
In the spring the gardner's fancy and firmly believed by the sons of the
desert that the bite of this alttre Hodklay Rates over the N.• C. & St.
turns to thoughts of greee goods.
L. Railway.
skunk produces hydrophobia. The
One and one-third fare plus 25
His satanic mate-say is probably Gila monster is seldom seen, and the
ri F 1-1 rt mod Of SO ill0
writer after having speut nearly a cents between points in the southti
ieoclates.
year on the borders of Death valley 'east. Tickets 'on sale December 20,
has yet to see one ocithem at large. 21, 22. 2f 24. 25, G. 31 and JanRattlesnakes are alio scarce, except uary 1. Limited to leave destination
not later than January 6th, 19iPS
PISO'S CURE
In some favorable locality.
The mountain sheep and ibex are Call on F. L. Weiland, city freight
Throat Trouble
gradually bccoming tame, and this and passenger agent, for full Inan I al:
summer they have come to springs formation.
is nt the
eh,ct
1 pr,dnpt',.• to
where miners were camped as reguPio :s .1-c. It is an ideal
'You seem to find that book
larly as domestic stock and with lityen'
remedy for children, because of it, agreeable flavor
tle more timidity. The mountain interesting ."
and absol,t1frerdora from
"Yes;
it's delightful. I've glanced
quail follows the tisiner and his bur
opiates a•
aseaesous or
ro. In the Avawatz mountains they at the ending, and the hero and heroob3cctionahle areas.
were unknown until this year, but ine don't get married after all."-11An druggists, 23 cen t
they are,abundant there now. It Is lustrated Bitsan unwritten law among the miners
It isn't always erste to go slow
on the desert that no game animals
when you are in a hrtrry.
or birds shall be killed or irr any
way
disturbed toilette one is in actual
want, and he most make proof convincing of that fact if be kills a quail
or sheep.
All life on the desert lives by its
power to resist thirst. All desert
The old established
busiplants are so censtructed that they
ness of the Williams Bicycle
are able to conserve and store up
Co. is to be sold to distribute
moisture against the time of drought.
the estate of the late Robert
This necesalta ?tax wrought peculiar
B. Williams,
forma of both animals and plants,
This firm has enjoyed the
They save the continual writing
and in time It also leaves its indelible
beet trade in the city for the
mark upon men who dwell amid its
over the same thing. They are
past eleven years. A good
wastes. The leaves of a11 desert
live man with small capital
not expensive. Send us tin order,
here is your opportunity Is
get in line for 19118 trade_
Prices Right.
All the patent medicines and
For particulars call bet u4 tWO
toilet articles advert;sed in this
7 and $t p .m., at store, 120e
12M North Fifth street, next
paper are on sale at,
to Kentucky theater.
McPherson's Drag Store
1155. Third St. hoses 358
J. A. WILLIAMS. Airt.
Fourth and Broadway.

Use the
Diamond Rubber
Stamps

The Diamond Stamp Works

Business for Sale

1

floes 675.

'309

Broadway

h....6.o.
/
1
-44.4.....0
.........
0.
4°......
.......,

t

City Transfer Co.
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second,
and Washington Streets.
Warehouse for Storage.
Both Phones 499.

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You get handsome,'it'll
appointed Carriages
when.1 serve you. We
give protut pers,uai attent!,,n at ail times.

HARRY

ANDERSON, PHONE 915
•

INSURANCE AGENTS

ABRAM L. WELL & CO.
Fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile,

Office Phones(N•w
3'd 369
369

Steam Boiler,
Bonds,
Plate Glaati,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevator,

Residence Phones

Old 726
New 726

Campbell Building, Paducah,Ky.

YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous-but a "calm
precedes a storm." Prepare for the storm
life-for the time when you will need 11 oney
is only one way to do it-save, and yo U
will be
of the future.
Start today-a dollar will d
it,
...We pay 4 per cent intere
on all
counts if left with us six 1
nths or Mn'

PAGE

THE PADUCAH EVEWING SUN

ER 1111F

DON'T FORGET

THE PLACE TO BUY SUITABLE
PRESENTS FOR GENTLEMEN.
ms=01.01/..ema

THE CHRISTmAs FREE AT Hiss.
CUE alISSION FOR POOR.

Briar and Mrencl,aurn Pipes, Cigar
Holders, Cigar and Tobacco Jars.
Fine tobaccos, 5 and 10 cent cigars in
holiday packages.
Send Any Donations to The Sun and
They Will Be Properly Distributed.
` THE SMOKE HOUSE,

WHAT IS
POWER
supplies force. Wind
turns the wind-mill. The brook
turn;the water-wheel. Coal runs
the engine an food runs the
nun. Some things contain little
force, so7nc things much.
One substance full of power is

'Nature

THIRD STREET

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

TRANSFER MONEY

3IETHODIsT 111. itt H %%11.1, 11A% IS
EN.10%.t1ILE EXIatt laEa.

18 BY

LONG DISTANCE-TELEPHONE

Christmas Night Ti,...t fur Progyaiii By the auntie,. School
of church.

FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
INCO*PQRSTI,5

2W.2 Broadway.

FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable. 4::

AMERICANORMAN NATIONAL BANK

ED. D. HANNAN
Sanitary Plumber

Steam Heating Expert

•

R.epair Work Solicited.
132 S. Fourth St.

Both Phones 201
323 lientuck; Avenue.

The Unset•u Tragedy.
Sometyhere there is a little boy whose
eyes are full of woe
Because his empty stockings now are
swaying to and fro.
His weir-faced mother takes him up...
and bolds him close and _tries
,
To coax the light of gladness one
agaan into his eyes.

SCOTT'S
EMULSION

The Sunda%

school of the Third

PAGEA,MTAdURANT

N durt put the power there. It
is a wonderful flesh-producer.

night. leo:lowing is the program:
I. Opening Hymn No. 94—By ths
This is not only a matter of
Audience.
nourishment but of new vigor
2. Prayer—Bs,the Pastor.
IS now open in new quarters.
au'd activity in the tissues.
a, gong 'No. is—By the Sunday
School. •
AU Druggists: 50r- and $1.00.
"Do you think s ,
Borrowed
4. Recitation—"The
tinilbtle than men? '
GraChimney"—By Mies Elizabeth
Somewhere there is a little girl who
"Sure thieg. A womar may look
ham.
wakens with dismay
under her Isai every niant for forty
Miss
--By
5.
Recitition—Se:ecteJ
And sees no splendid dolly she had how glad aou are that tiny have sayyears withouf finding a man there, yet
Genella Ballowe.
dreamt of yesterday,
" Chicago
she kc elm right on
ed you from darkness. I %tam tam to
6. sons--"star of the East"— Re..ord-Herald.
bare the show your gratitude by making the
, And bare the floor and
Class.
Girls'
little
By
hearth, and deep the
nicest and biggest cak•• you can."
7. Reekation—"ChrisChnis Eve"
sigh
The Chinaman got to work, and
MEN AND WOMEN.
From the wee heart that wonders next morning the cake was sent over —Joe Lutteoehrg.
Poo Pig GI for sabstarell
VisVirgin's
S.
tli...ists...)•••nuommos,
Recitation—"The
by.
Why good Santa passes her
to the churcb. He tied the package
•I
or idcoret1•1111
Irnomilow
lo•o ores to•taboo8111.
...•••
up so neatly that the physician's wife ion"—Miss Hattie Clivard.
Pli112111114. sad net aorta.
God
My
Solo---s'Ntarer
Vocal
9.
who did not think
Ah, no! The little children
undo
a
Initstwisv-ata.
4 worth lille to
831d by Dragriallio
4111311111ATI,0
grieve on Christmas Day
it to look it • over. That afternoon to Thee"—Esther Bamberg.
mt.
or
r. t. 6.
19
What
Recitation--"
10.
for
Are not in huts and hovels _a thou- she received a telephone message
I.r
S.
SI two
r
7!)
Teiry.
sand miles away—
10•41LSOIL
from one of the women la charge of Hedge liog?"—Mildtea A.
Claus'
11. Recitation---"Santa
They are so near they hear us, crur the festival saying there were doubts
laughter and our song,
among the committee whether she Horne''—Effie CothrAn.
12. -.Cornet Solo—Selected—A. J.
And all the joys we have today a(mid be minified to have the cake go
Backache,
serve to make great the into the bazaar in the condition in Bamberg.
13. Recitation---"The Soft Spot in
wrong.
ahieh it was received.
Pain in the
Indeed they are not a thousand
Much annoyed, the donor hurried B. 606"—Miss E. Graham.
Illps and Groins
mike awaN. In Paducah there are over to the church, Ths cake
as - 14. Short Address--By Rev. How
more of these youngsters this year large and savory. The icing was sou B. Terry
In most cases are direct results
15. Christmas Tree and Distribis
than ever before and it .s but meet marked with colored sugar Ins elaboroS WEAK KIDNEY3 and INand Just that we Should remember ate 'and intricate designs of oriental Con of Gills.
FLAIty.S.TION OF THE BLADthem on this' joyous occoslou.
art. Across the top a:so in large letDER. The strain on the KidAt Baptist
neys and inflamed membranes
As they hav'e done for so many ters was the inscription:
At the Baptist chorsh in Mechanlining the neck of the Bladder
years, the Rev. and Mrs. R. W
'—
"Front Mrs. Jesse') to Jesus.'1
producng Ca• pains.
icsburg. Christmas set vices will be
Chiles will have a Christmas tree for New York ‘Vorld.
at II a, in.. subject of the aermon
the poor at the Ramie Mission one
will be '.'Christ of Poverty.- Evening
night this week, and are soliciting
Where He Slept,
services 7 a ni , subject. **What God
contributions from The Sun'a readparents
of
Connectia
The doting
ers who have been so generous in the
Does With the Btlfrvers."
cut boy who had gone to New York
- Ma. The .in will reeeve and forunder the patronage of a prosperous
ward to thew noble workers any
hardware merchant were naturally
contributions you may stash to said
most desirous to know just )ow the
through. it. Use the coupsn below:
lad was -getting on."
Two dowse give relief, and
esseessepasseeeeesesseeeme When, after a fortnight. the faille
one box wit cure any ordinary
wrote to his boy's trittloer, saying
case of Kidney or Bladder
that his son was -no haul at writing PLEASE I)
1,1
THE SUN--Pachicah, Ky.
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
stated
was
he
anxthat
he
letters,"
I.:.
\
I enclose a contribution to the
Emissions,
Diabetes, Seminal
ious to know the boy's 'progress.
Christmas tree for the poor to
Weak and Lame Back, Raentaa"And." he added, "I wish you'd lit
ti gm anti all Irregularities of the
be given at the Rescue Mission.
Kidneys and Bladder in both
me know where he sleeps Metals"
t
men and women. Sold at SO
In a short while reply came from Those, Who contributed, till StICIre.b
Signed
!ems a box on the No Cure No
of Christmas Dinuer
41100411110.110.911019110000490.41000611110411 the hardware man, who, among other
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
things, imparted this information:
Bazaar._
•
store, Fourth and Broadway,
store
in
the
in
sleeps
goo
"Your
&WWI Christina% (Nike.
sole agents for Paducah, or sent
by mail Upon resetpt of price to
The wife of a los Angeles physic- the daytime. I do not know wit •
Lark Medicine Co., Louisville,
ian, active in foreign missionary work he sleeps nights.'*--Harper's Weekly.
grate.
The Charity club feel most
Ky.
of ethe Methodist church, was asked
"Do you enjoy your new automo- NI to all who in any e-ay assisted
by the women of the congregation to
s
them in the dinner and supper served
contribute a large cake to their holt2 bile7on
Saturday for the benefit
nervous
the
answered
"Not
moat."
She
consentday festival and bazaar.
fund, and return
ed to add her mite to the enterprise man. -When it runs I am aPprehen- Christmas
and called in her Chinese cook, a con- sive, and when it doesn't I am ane as follows:
Friedman -.Keller & Oo. t
nored.--Washington Star.
verted oriental.
house: Painter House for
"John." sae said. "I am going to
extended: Papers for then ad).
send a cake over to the church to be
314 Broadway
Men who think they know It al;
tigemenis: Covington Bros.. M. L
it.
You
e
R.
pro%
bake
to
you
to
said, and I want
are never able
ingstoo & Co., .1. R. Smith & Co , Ms'
know all that the miesionaries ,have
TRUNK AND LEATHER GOODS ST09E
tin Yopp. Englert & Bryant, Cist
done for your people in China and
c
Coffee
Warren, Pacific Tea &
Noah's ark, Kirby's, Fels- Hi•
ONLY EXCLUSIVE
Ruble. C. H. Rieke & Sons, Hans
Wilson, Paducah Traction Co.. I
IN THE
buy horses,
Tenn. Telephone Co.. Rhodes.
Co.. and tht ir workmen. Mr.
sell horses,
Fr011i (Mr Carefully oillecteet
Ratter, •Hennetierger Co, err°. 0.
board horses
stuck of Trunks, Suit Cases aral
te Sons. F. Jones, Hank Bros..
dr) a gent'rd
Hand Bag you can make a satMu t heel & Bro.. all the bakers, Bon
IF YOU SEND YOUR N NtIR
livery hustneta
Through
isfactory
sel:ction.
I
Co..
Coto.
ta Powell. Johnson
Christmas gift drafts In denomitaowe many sears of experience
helm, Chas. Smith & Sons, J It
lions of 610.00 and $15.110 have bee,
.1nO mechanical skill we are able
man Gro. Co.. 0. A. Tate, la,
Issued to the amount of six hundred
laeorporst0,11L I
show you the difference both
Exalt & Co.. Fritz Smith, it., ...
being
now
are
and
dollars
thousand
Fourth St and Kentucky Ire
Bak ,
I material and workmanship
Burghs,
Adolph
Henry
Beyer,
sent. to the prospective students of
& Co.. Meyer. Schmid '
lien you make your selection.
Draughon's Practical Business Co!- Eccles
Co.. all the batiks, Mr. Tors.
lege Company, which has g chain of
LET US REPAIR YOUR OLD
R. Bell, Mr. Graves. Edgewood
30 Colleges--biggest and best in the
Sun Pub. Co.. Woolfolk & Bowers. If.
BAGGAGE,
world. Send your name and address
Gregory Ci) .
314-316 Patter. E. W. tiocknions
to Draughon's College,
CorMr.
Mr. Yarbro, Mr. Saltsgiver.
Flroadway, Paducah, and you will re.
Mr. Chandler, Paducah SUPceive one of these Christmas MB neland,
ply Co., a merchant. Mrs. H. Well.
•
Drafts.
Farnbaker, Walker Drug Co.,. all the
matrons and young ladies for their.
kind assistance. George Rock Shoe
company, box of shoes; Mrs. Winiani
Marble, dolls.
If anybody's name was omitted
nom this list it was unintentional
and we extend our thanks to each.
If you witot t,“ send a
and everyone forsmaking the dinner
friend a particuparticular
such a success. CHARITY CLUB.

CHARITY CLUB

LARK'S
KIDNEX
GLOBES

of a highly matured whiskey
is indicated by bouquet produced by age.

F. H. NIEMAN

Early Times
And

'Jack Beam

S600,000.00

cny

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Nine Sumrners4

The governmont stamp will so indicate on every bottle.

tIENRY MINN, JR.
REMOVED TO THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.

Show Window
And Christmas Tree
Decorations

Ex
,
The
gestio

Worth of Sanitol
Toilet Prepara.
tions for

$1.00
•••

field

Use miniature electric lights. We have

We would be glad to
have you call at our
store and let us explain
this remarkable offer to
you.
Free delivery to any
part of the city.
Both phones 756.

S.D. WINSTEAD
4

AND

E‘IN•111.I.E. PADUCAH
c.t1R0 EINE.
(Incorporated.)

EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKETS
(Daily E...cept Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evansville and way landings at 11 a. m.
THE STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Pachicah for Cairo and way
landings at 8 a. m sharp, daily, except Sunday. Special excursion rates
now In effect from Paducah to Cairo
and return, with or w:tbout meals
ascl room. Good music and table unsurpassed.
a For further information apply to
S. A. Fowler, General Pass Agent, or
Given Fowler, C:ty Pass. Agent, at
Fowler-Crurnbaugh & Co's Oaks,
First and Broadway.
ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIVER
C
OPANY.
CM
PAKET
(Ineorporated.)
FOR Tlih; TENNEMNEE RIVER.
STEAMER CLYDE
Leaves Paducah for TennesseeMIR
Every Wedneaday at 4 p. m.
Master
Clerk

A. W. WRIGHT
EUGENE ROBINSON

H This company is not responsible
for Invo.ce charges unless collected
by the clerk of the boat.
Special ell arena rates from Padsrah to Waterloo. Fare for the round
trip $8.00. !Raves Patin, all every
Wednesday at 4 p. m.

NEW STATE HOTEL
METROPOLIS,
D. A. Bailey, Prop.
'Sweat and best hotel in the
city.gaes
Two large sample
$2.00.
Saints. Rath roo ma, Elestric Light&
fhe only centrally located Hotel la
L.' city,
(X)WMERCIAL PATRONAGE

LIMED.

$15,00 Draft for You

Druggist
Seventh and droadway,

R. L. McMurtrie
ipiti

Phone $12,

Manufacturer of

Mattresses
Furniture Stored and Packed
403 lefte-sos it

Cut Flowers

$2.70

inapt
olor

Wait, Lod

and Li
Unwary Work a apaellsity.

Uffu Hy Livery Compaq

For

Bank

took Eluding,

WILL CURE IT

I

PRONOUNCED CHARACTER

Open day and night:

Muerte! Arc Light.
Tests have been made in Newark,
X. J . of a new electric lamp, the invention of Ralph Scott. a young resitdent of that city. The lamp is designed to light large spaces, the small
est size helm; 4,0,90 candle power an •
the largest 200,1000.
epecial else it; being made by
Mr. Scott, who is only twenty-two
years olsi, for the Lackawanna terminal in Hoboken. The inventor staYa
this light will give 1.500,11o0 candle
power.
Ilse first test of It 12,0(M candle
power lamp was made vs Monday
night at the loventor's factory In Newark. The lamp threw such a bell,
taint light that the. reflection was risible for tulles.
The largest eleatric lamp in the
world will 'be built this winter ba
Mr. Scott for a theatre in, Times
Square.
The principle of the new lamp LI,
the gathering of a cluster of ea.C.mins
in such a manner that they Slant
downward obliquely from eaoh other
thereby eliminating the shadow.—
New York Times.

1

larly nice box of flowers,
parked in a particularly
nice way, a box with Brunson's label will enhance
your reputation as a Hower
buyer.

Paducah- Ky.
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CURE
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-will,' Dr. Kin $
New.0 Dis very
FOR CRT

After g woman has made a stren. ANS ALL THROAT
OIIARANT
tious brit suorramful efforato marry a
OR HONE
certain mart she Is apt to (Itasca-Fr
austrinnalle
that he Is very uncertat.t,

PRICE
lin a
1st Boe Few
'.1stttl
LUSO TROUBLES.
SATISFACTORY
EFUNDED. moo
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It NEW COMPANY

HOTEL ARRIVALS

REPUBLICANS

St. Nicholas- J.iB. Mie, ClarkHENRY ARENZ AND DAN
FITZPAT well, Tex.; E. H. Rogers, Birdaville; ATTEMPT Ti) TAKE ADVANTAGE
RICK TO MAKE REMXDY.
E. H. Sheinwell, itirdinrille.; Claud
OF SITUATION.
Cliampion, Marion; C. F. Winters,
Marion;" C. C. Hinkley, Fristoe; W.
M. Corn. Benton; Paul Johnson, Os*III Exploit Walkers' Tonic, Purch- car; W.
K. Ryan, Fancy Farm; E Portugal May Come Out of Crisis
asing the Kermaly From the
W. Chestnut, Ledbetter; J. N. Chisel!,
With New and Better Order
Pareat Company.
Fancy Farm; Watt Burch. Fancy
of Affairs.
Farm; W. N. Parker, Jackson; W
G. Dodd, Benton.
Palmer --F. L. Peyton. St. Louis;
In order to concentrate all of iti
Lisbon. Dec. 24. The result of
C. B. Morgan, Boston; Leroy M
attention to the exploiting of its othWade. Mt. Vernon, Ind.; H. M. Berpresent political crisis here may
er medicines, especially' its
cough ry. St. Louis; William Jackson, Hop- letermine not oudy whether a new
remedy, the Sutherland Medicine coin
'kinsville; V. C. Faree, Shelleyville: Ind better order of public admiralspany has disoosed of the rights to
Wade Cushing, Cincinnati;
Will tretion -is to prevail in Pertagal, but,
manufacture
Walkerw' Tonic
to Kranshaw, Louisville; A. M. Merrill-, remote as such a change appears to
Messrs. Henry Arens and Dan
Fitz Brooklyne.
the ordinary observer, whether the
fpatrick. These gentlemen have inBelvedere--Ralph Simms, Natchez whole monarchial regitne shall not
corporated under the name of "The:
Miss.: %V. ti. Young, Waverly, Tenn give way to a republican form of govWalkers Tonic company," and
will H. Layhe. St. Louis; W. B. Ward annient.
bare headquarters on lower BroadMetropolis; H. Stork. Nashville; J
The Republicans, small as is the
way.
L. Warren. Denver, Col.; C. W. Situp influence they exercise at present. unson, Wheateroft; E. J. Bradfield, der the restricted suffrage which the
ACTION APPROVED.
Memphis; J. A. Parker, Louisville reople enjoy, believe that Senor
New
Richmond—John
Willis .N.anco, by exposing the practices ot
Three Central Anberican Itepubiles
Joppa; Phil J. Whalen. Brockport: he monarchist parties, has admin.'s,in Accord With Conference.
Howard Taylor, Hickman; Ed Bay- ered a blow to the prestige of the
nes, Metropolis; Riley Nix, Kirksey; Ong and the monarchy from which it
Washington, Dec. 24 —To the tel
J. H. Thurman. Murray; FL R. IMMO an never recover, and mak a repub*gram sent by President Anderson,'
Chicago: L G. Ray. Madisonville. ic a near possibility.
of the Central American peace conOscar Woods. Salem; J. R. Travis
Certainly Franco, by his revolaference. which has just been
brought; Star Lime Works.
ions. has placed powerful weapons
to a close in this city, to the presiTi the hands of the Republican leaddente of the five Central American
RE('OMMEND MERCY FOR
ors, which they intend to use to the
republics, a reply bag been receive
d
A BRUTE AND MURDERER
-t advantage. To conjure with.
_from Costa Rica. Nicaragua and Salii, have Franco's own avowal Vha,
vador showing that those governDayton, 0.. Dec. 24.—A verdict o
• country for years has been the
!tient* are in accord with the action
murder in the first degree was re
"ball of the monarchist particle
of the conference. Prompt and favturned with recommendation or fill
'h the Dole object of diaOrlhinini:
orable replies are expected from the cy
to the jury which heard the te
ift to their "clients," the seandiii
presidents of Honduras and Guate
'nenit in the Ifinee case. Hines
the "advances" male sourepii.
male.
convicted el the assault and mu iii
front the public treasury to the
i
- of Anna Markowitz lost August. A
al family, the arbitrary manner is
SQUEEZED FOR 111.000.
the same time the girl's eompan
.eh these advances have been "I1a
;Abe Cohen, was killed. Hines
rated" by decree, and lastly the alSeethe. of Elsie Vrrecks Plea& Guilty
reseed.
-eiel "repression" of the "dictater
to Extortion.
&O."
•""11-7.11111111111111
New York, Dec. 24.—Hugo Voecks
IS SECoND TIME WIDOW
Their plan is to push the issue as
brother of Elsie Voecks, in whose
sOON .AFTER HER WEDDING
oon as the restoration of "-legality"
behalf charge's- were brought against
Philadelphia,
Dec
24.-- Fou
termite them to open a campe!gn in
Raymond Hitchcock, the comedian,
hours after marrying Mrs Kate Fie
he newspapers, arid later, when the
pleaded guilty to an *indictment alganspan, widow of the founder o' 'cities again
or:trembles, to play theii
leging extortion before Judge
Rosal- the brewery, of which he is eresi
rump rard.
ky today and was remanded for sendent, C. W, Stengel died in the
-•1')a-s
Plan to Impeach Franco.
tence tomorrow. Voecks is aecuite
41,
d , pital. today. following an operat.This wil: be nothing eke than a
of obtaining $1.000 from Hitchc
ock for appendicitis. He was marrie
lion to impeach Franco for his ard
for keeping quiet comae ning
the l after being operated on, but his eon
1)354fratal.
...1
il in "liquidating" the king's d-bts
charges against the actor
dltlon beeatne worse shortly after.
rhe treasury, and, as a logical coriary thereof, to demand the
—4an of Kihg Caries for abetting this
tuis•rocit.tric SNI- lls vosE1,1,1. I Tt, Iii at first was coldly
received, etrer.gthened. The fleet of Admira
--rime" under a clause of the Port iil I.. P. Bennett. Mr. Bennett was a
hut ,oun the audience began to show
Evans VIII come home by the Suez , pupates
'°.e constitution which compels the Music laster Who ‘Iarried
man and had been in the greFernier ihvir appreciation and applau
d him /vote. 'These are l'iropositione whit*
,citleation of the monarch when he is Crean Princess .appears at
ccry and restaurant business in the
Milan. liberally, the countess lookin
g ler- naval. experts think warrant -by an city
ijudamd "morally incapable of goyseveral years. He la survived
niente-ly pleased eath time
be was Important conference held this
Milan, Dec. 2 I.--En ri.0 Torselli,i
morn- hr one ROD, Emerson. The body *as
resit:led
A
tiotiee
able
!'eatur
e of ing in the white house. The
The, opinion of conservative for- the music master, who married
general taken to Dyersburg today, where the
form- the concert wits the entire
absence subject of the conference was the
zners who have resided long in the er Crown Princess Louise, of
ne. burial wil; take p:ate.
Saxony
'
• of the Milanese aristoc
racy.
ekseitty for as barge an appropriation
•untry is that, outside of the capital gave his first concert hi:re last
night
!us posi4ble for Pacific coast ports. I
d Oporto, the masses will remain since hi. marriage. The hall•
Give mother a ail Of Silver Plalie
was
Must Fortify Pacific.
eolutely indifferent to the mute- crowded and
interest
Knives and Forks, lips a set of Tea
t cached a
THE BOOK AND
Warbington, Doc. 24,—If the fleet
.
ans of politics net.11 a sYsiPtil of
Mr. I. P. Bennett is Deed.
or Tablespoons.
awn- climax when itt-nora Toselll, the of Admiral Evans shall be ordered to
Nothing ulcer.
MUSIC MAN
In yesttmday's issue of The Sun 0 Hank Hem.
education awakens their con- Countess MontIgnoso, elegantly
„„.•
cos- tome hethe front Sae 'Franc
lear by !stated that Mrs.
;ewes to a demand for broader
tumed. entered. Wang a conspbuous the
F. Bennett, :lei
eastern route, the coast defenses 1 Harris
Who kiss been at Harbour's Department Store
on
streel, had died of Poenrights.
audien.
for nearly six
The vi nomotet Weigle cannot'cover
0;
The fate of Joao Prams°. the diets'
-" have
years will open his new Bookt Music
•,
rand
and Stationery Store abi.kft'
-, who, as a monarchist. professes
January 1st, at :113 Broadway, Nelson Soule's old
regener
ation of the country. will
stand. It
• be seeking the political and titianwill pay you to get the habit of trading with
Wilson.
. well worth watching. Franco it, a
iiin of 55. and practicelèy his whole
•0 has been spent in polities. Renerator and -Progressist by turn,
• headed a rola from each of th.1 parties and-, previous to his prosaccession to power, was a member
- two cabinets.
All Parties Oppose Him.
When he began his present war
.ainst the oaf parties, as the leader
` what he called a new "Liberal Pro•esslat" party. he made a public
.eilamation of his "confession and
•petitati(0" for his political' past. His
barges against the old parties and
saumption of the "dictatorehip"
urned the hands of the politicians, of
ery shade of opinion again4 him.
iie old parties fear and hate him.
he Republicans join In the denuncle
ion because he has arbitrarily striped their agitation.
The only thing his enemies do not
eproach him with is a desire to lins
s own pockets. His wealth exchides
h a motive, and, as this - motive
--ems to have been the end and Wm
things political in Porregal for
Ars, its absence to the politicians is
e most gratifying feature of the clicitorship.
Bankers and business men regard
-e situation, from a financial standi-nt, as being twitch more critical
-,t) from a political point of view.
nee the "bankruptct" et Ift90.
v'hen the foreign debt was scaled ono'cit. there have been a constant sue
--salon of deficits, aerompanie&
the
inkera say, by a most deplorable
stem of finance.

ma

nierrq `itrna4
Yo 'One and sill

extend you all the greetings of
WE this
happy season, and trust that

the day will be the happiest of happy
days for you and yours.

PUBLIC

ANNOUNCEMENT

D.E. WILSON

COSTUMES
Mr. Charles F. Wilstach, of
this city, has made arrangements with a large Regalia
House to bring to Paducah
400 costumes for ladies and
gentlemen, to rent for the
Roller gink Carnival, which
ill be given at the AuditoriRink, Friday evening,

U
so m

embe- r
27
-

tumes will be on
Wallerstein's
rning and will
It—Because it i
''ltd—The button 11 ge to $6.00.
n
0

—Negligee shirts
injury.
-It irons either ski
o often seen is mi
'ke it in West K
laundry. .
I

/

!LAU
200. 120 North F

EllyIng Machine Requirtemients.
Washington. Dec. 21.—Far more
-vere than any other nation is the
Idled States in ite requirements In
le matter of the flying machine of
••avier than air type as rcet out in the
',reifications issued today by Con
- lien, chief eignal officer. upon which
,ventors are invited to submit bids
1 he opened Feb. I next. This ma
hine must carry two persons of the
ombined weight of 350 pounds. and
efficient fuel for a flight of 125
iiies. It west he designed for a
;wed of at least forty miles an hour,
it a machine will be accepted capsie of only ns mile. an hour, aithou
gt
per cent, of the contract price
I lie paid therefor. Likewise there
-, provision for a -premium on speed
in execs,' -of 411 miles an -hour so that
t 4.4 miles the machine would
cost
he governmeet 120 per cent. of lb,
on tract afrIce.

it

body

Expreee Wagons for 23c et Hank
Bros, WWI* they /AFL
-

We extend to you one and all
our best wishes for
o it,

MERRr CHRISTMA,
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